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Six Weeks Period: 6th Grade Level & Course: 10th Honors Chemistry  

Timeline:  12 Days Unit Title:  Acids and Bases Lesson #1 

Stated 
Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

C.10 Science concepts. The student understands and can apply the factors that influence the 
behavior of solutions. 
The student is expected to: 
C.10G Define acids and bases and distinguish between Arrhenius and Bronsted-Lowry definitions 
and predict products in acid base reactions that form water. 
Supporting Standard 
C.10H Understand and differentiate among acid-base reactions, precipitation reactions, and 
oxidation-reduction reactions. 
Readiness Standard 
C.10I Define pH and use the hydrogen or hydroxide ion concentrations to calculate the pH of a 
solution. 
Supporting Standard 
C.10J Distinguish between degrees of dissociation for strong and weak acids and bases. 
Supporting Standard 
Scientific Process TEKS 
C.2 Scientific processes. The student uses scientific methods to solve investigative questions. The 
student is expected to: 
C.2E Plan and implement investigative procedures, including asking questions, formulating testable 
hypotheses, and selecting equipment and technology, including graphing calculators, computers 
and probes, sufficient scientific glassware such as beakers, Erlenmeyer flasks, pipettes, graduated 
cylinders, volumetric flasks, safety goggles, and burettes, electronic balances, and an adequate 
supply of consumable chemicals. 
C.2G Express and manipulate chemical quantities using scientific conventions and mathematical 
procedures, including dimensional analysis, scientific notation, and significant figures. 
C.2I Communicate valid conclusions supported by the data through methods such as lab reports, 
labeled drawings, graphs, journals, summaries, oral reports, and technology-based reports. 
C.3 Scientific processes. The student uses critical thinking, scientific reasoning, and problem solving 
to make informed decisions within and outside the classroom.  
The student is expected to: 
C.3F Research and describe the history of chemistry and contributions of scientists. 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key 
Understandings 

Key Understandings 
Reactions can be differentiated by their characteristics. 
— What are three categories of reactions? 
— What are the characteristic products of acid/base reactions? 
— What are characteristics of precipitation reactions? 
— In terms of solubility, what kinds of products are formed in precipitation reactions? 
— What happens in terms of electrons in oxidation reduction (redox) reactions? 
— How do oxidation and reduction differ? 
— How can you identify a redox reaction? 
— How do you differentiate between a redox and nonredox reaction? 

Misconceptions Students may think strength and concentrations of acids and bases are the same. 



Key Vocabulary  acid 
base 
salt 
neutralization 
Arrhenius acids and bases 
ionization constant of water 
Brønsted-Lowry 
acids and bases 
dissociation constant 
pH 
hydronium ion 
hydroxide ion 
titration 
standard solution 
oxidation-reduction reaction 
precipitation reaction 
acid-base reaction 

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, 
Notes 

Day 1 
 
 

Objective: 
Differentiate an acid and a base 
 
Engage: 
Ask students what they remember about acids and bases from previous 
semester. 
 
Explain: 
Fold a sheet of paper into 6 equal parts. Have one side be information 
over acids (properties, strong, weak) and the other side be information 
over bases (properties, strong, weak). 
Use the powerpoint for notes to be written. 
 
Elaborate: 
Based off of the properties, students will identify food they ate as either 
an acid or base 
 
Closing: 
Identify chemicals as either a strong or weak acid/base 

Unit 11 Guide and 
Vocabulary 

● Powerpoint 
 

Day 2  
 
 

Objective: 
Differentiate the types of acids and bases 
 
Explore/Explain: 
Complete Types of Acids and Bases Webquest 
 
Closing: 
Identify if a chemical is an Arrhenius, Bronsted-Lowry, or Lewis 
acids/bases 

● Reserve computers 
● Types of Acids and 

Bases Webquest 
worksheet 

 

Day 3  Objective: 
Differentiate the types of acids and bases 
 
Explore/Explain: 
Review over webquest from previous day 
 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TefsADDm7chIKy54s6boFv1AO8Hj-XIXv72v4oihITk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TefsADDm7chIKy54s6boFv1AO8Hj-XIXv72v4oihITk/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Jk_0uJ4xet-xBpe2uT2Cz-MnTJpcty6MoaZAHazzi1o/edit#slide=id.p3


Closing: 
Identify if a chemical is an Arrhenius, Bronsted-Lowry, or Lewis 
acids/bases 

Day 4 
 
 

Objective: 
Explain how to calculate the pH of a chemical 
 
Explain/Elaborate: 
How to calculate the pH of a solution with a known concentration 
Because pH is determined by the hydrogen ion concentration, explain 
how to use the hydroxide ion concentration to determine pH 
 
Closing: 
Calculate the pH of chemical if given the hydrogen or hydroxide ion 
concentration 

● pH Calculations 
Worksheet 

Day 5 Objective: 
Experimentally determine the pH of different chemicals 
 
Engage: 
Ask students how they know how acidic or basic a solution is. 
 
Explore/Explain: 
Perform pH Lab 
 
Closing: 
Determine what an unknown chemical is based off of pH 

● pH Lab 
● Lab set up and 

materials 

 Day 6 Objective: 
Perform titration lab 
 
Explore/Elaborate: 
Perform titration lab. The lab sheet is for a virtual lab but can be modified 
to actually perform experiment. Today will be adding a base to an acid. 
 
Closing: 
Determine the molarity of the acid used 

● Titration Lab 
● Lab setup and 

materials 
 

Day 7 Objective: 
Perform titration lab 
 
Explore/Elaborate: 
Perform titration lab. The lab sheet is for a virtual lab but can be modified 
to actually perform experiment. Today will be adding an acid to a base. 
 
Closing: 
Determine the molarity of the base used 

● Titration Lab 
● Lab setup and 

materials 
 

Day 8 Objective: 
Explain what a redox reaction is 
 
Engage: 
Ask students what they remember about oxidation reduction reactions 
 
Explain: 
A redox reaction is short for oxidation reduction reaction and is just a 
reaction where electrons are transferred from one element to another 

● Redox Notes and 
Practice  

● Redox Powerpoint 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BSdIymoOnyy5qvK12RrNvZA2JTq-kwAoiEjggwi1Nm0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BSdIymoOnyy5qvK12RrNvZA2JTq-kwAoiEjggwi1Nm0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/162bHlSl96kVZfF-BuEcr7AgdWIQc98LLm3esu1UdnYU/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1quWcgiz4vjqoTCBGqh3BoXdhk8R4M74yB1-gtdn7P1Q/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1quWcgiz4vjqoTCBGqh3BoXdhk8R4M74yB1-gtdn7P1Q/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15dnX_-J6zx_9hGEEq6ER-1nwlurKvCAZ6JTRO5SeR40/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15dnX_-J6zx_9hGEEq6ER-1nwlurKvCAZ6JTRO5SeR40/edit#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1EqHKamVMcS6Fl94d7XLN8L9WWIO4u5ynhYTHDbNM-6M/edit#slide=id.p14


 

 

Recall from previous units oxidation numbers (the charge an element will 
have when it forms an ion) and explain how to assign oxidation numbers 
to elements in a compound. 
Difference between element being oxidized or reduced (single element) 
and oxidizing or reducing agent (entire compound) 
 
Elaborate: 
Complete example problems 1-3 as a class then allow student to work 
through the rest of the examples. 
 
Closing: 
Determine the oxidizing and reducing agent in a chemical reaction 

Day 9 
 
 

Objective: 
Identify which element is being oxidized or reduced in a chemical reaction 
 
Elaborate: 
Complete Gallery Walk over Redox reactions 
 
Closing: 
Identify the oxidizing and reducing agent for each reaction 

● Redox Gallery Walk 
Data Sheet 

● Redox Gallery Walk 
Reactions 

●  

Day 10 Objective: 
Complete as many Redox task cards as possible 
 
Elaborate: 
Complete Task Cards over Redox reactions 
 
Closing: 
Explain how you identify the difference between oxidation and reduction 

● Redox Task Cards 
● Redox Task Cards 

Answer Sheet 
●  

Day 11 Objective: 
Prepare to demonstrate mastery of unit objectives 
 
Work on review or play review game 
 
Closing: 
Complete review for test 

● Unit 11 Review 
 

Day 12 
 

Objective: 
Demonstrate mastery of unit objectives 
 
Take Unit Test 

 

Accommodations 
for Special 
Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12vl5YkgrZqe_N9-KcaO8lsqVHl9FQ5C9VvAB1IHGZWg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12vl5YkgrZqe_N9-KcaO8lsqVHl9FQ5C9VvAB1IHGZWg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1H2xojvybgEO-4xMspoacKgro5HWK1ClvijHI96Ptfv8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1H2xojvybgEO-4xMspoacKgro5HWK1ClvijHI96Ptfv8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1i4-4KU6Neq0zkG1In33K38FKhV-7I_FnGuK_MQWNrQg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DPMwhex60MVq2JPVzCpDLBYZQNCfipsurl8TerNOXTQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DPMwhex60MVq2JPVzCpDLBYZQNCfipsurl8TerNOXTQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A5OsdMK5gFHwmZcVP8t5AKZtbu4PMvV0RwI0kc5QQ40/edit

